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Best Practices for Students: ESSentials Compliance Tracking

ESS cannot accept any documentation without the student’s name, and the name on your documents must match the 
name on your ESSentials account. *Need to change your account name? Contact your program administrator. They must approve 
name changes or variations directly to ESS.  

Include Your Name on All Documents1

We often see documents that are cropped to include only portions of the form. This can mean that required sections of 
the document are cut off. ESS needs to see the full document for validation. Make sure to upload all pages if there is 
more than one page.

Upload the Entire Document, Not Just Portions2

Ensure only relevant documents are being submitted to each requirement. For example, CPR cards should not be 
uploaded to the Hepatitis B requirement. If more or less documents than required are uploaded, there can be a 
substantial delay in grading.

Upload Only Relevant Documents to Each Requirement3

Using correction !uid or tape to remove information invalidates a document. If something is scratched through 
and updated, it must be initialed, credentialed, and dated by the healthcare provider who made the update to 
prove validity. 

Keep Documents Tamper-Free4

If information needs to be added to a form, it must be done by an approved healthcare provider to preserve the validity 
of the document. For example, a doctor signed an Immunization Form in January, but the student adds a new Tdap 
shot on the following month. If something is added to a form after the date it was originally signed, it must be initialed, 
credentialed, and dated by the provider.

Only Approved Healthcare Providers Can Add Information to Forms5

6
Many forms are required to be signed by speci"c healthcare practitioners; we must be able to verify that the person who 
signed it meets that school’s requirement. For other documentation, we must be able to verify the person administering 
a vaccination or other test is a certi"ed healthcare provider, or be able to verify the documentation was provided by 
a legitimate source. Keep in mind that your school or program may only accept signatures from certain healthcare 
providers (e.g., MD, DO, CRNP, PA-C), and date completed must be visible.

Include the Healthcare Provider’s Credentials and Date Completed

Immunization and physical exams often have multiple questions that must be answered, and ESS cannot validate or 
grade documents that are incomplete. Check that all required sections are completed before leaving your healthcare 
provider’s of"ce and prior to submitting documents.

Fill Out All Forms Completely7

8
ESS only reviews documents that are uploaded to each individual requirement. For example, if a student uploads proof 
of their Hepatitis B to their Tdap requirement, it will be marked as invalid. ESS does not search through documents 
attached to the incorrect requirements.

Upload Documents to the Correct Section

ESS will provide comments and instructions for resolving document errors via email and within the student portal. 
Be sure to read all communication to speed up the compliance tracking process. 

Thoroughly Read All Communication from ESS9

10
Create your account and start uploading documents as soon as you have the ability! Summer and Fall are peak seasons 
where the ESS team is striving to meet deadlines for thousands of students; if waiting until the last minute, there is a risk 
of documents not being reviewed in time, and/or documents not meeting the requirements of the program.

Upload All Documents Well Before the Program Deadline


